To: Cornelia Patterson, Dean Scott Titsworth  
From: Josh Antonuccio, Director School of Media Arts and Studies  
Date: October 6th, 2022  
Subject: Request to De-activate Pre-Media Major (ND5368)

The Scripps College of Communication and School of Media Arts request that the Pre-Media Major (ND5368) be de-activated, effective immediately.

**Rationale for suspension:**

The Pre-Media Major is longer in use nor a component of curriculum or major offerings. A previous director created this major as pre-major filter for incoming MDIA students. This process, and by extension this major, is no longer needed. It hasn’t been in use since Fall 2019 and there is no intention to restart this major.

**Impact on faculty and current students:**

There is no impact on faculty or current students. We have no currently enrolled students in this major, so no teach out plan is needed.

**Process followed to ensure broad input from affected faculty**

In 2018-2019, full faculty held lengthy conversations about eliminating the major. A vote was held with majority in favor of eliminating the major. Any courses that were available in this major are now fully integrated into current majors.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please follow up upon completion.

Sincerely,

Josh Antonuccio, Director School of Media and Studies

Scott Titsworth, Dean, Scripps College of Communication